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Abstract. The possible geometrical and electronic structures of C$_{80}$ carbon nano-tube (CNTs) are optimized by using the density functional theory at B3LYP/6-31G level. The stability of the ground state structure has been studied, and its electronic properties have been calculated. The calculate results showed that C atoms are sp$^2$ hybridization, but the coalescent between the two C atoms includes covalent bond and a spot of electrovalent bond. The molecular orbitals of C$_{80}$ Carbon Nanotube had obvious delocalization characteristics.

Introduction

Carbon nanotubes attracted scientist's great interests[1-5] since it was firstly found by Japanese researcher Iijima[6] in 1991. In 1993, single-walled carbon nanotubes have been successfully synthesized by Iijima and Ichihashi[7]. Carbon nanotubes also had particular electric characteristics because Dad[8] found that the radial resistance of carbon nanotubes is greater than the axial resistance, and the anisotropy of resistance increased with decreasing temperature. The theoretical computation and measured results of Mintmire etc.[9], Ebbesent etc.[10] and Huang etc.[11] showed that C$_{80}$ carbon nanotubes had various characteristics such as semiconductor, conductor and superconductor because of the different structures. Many potential applications have been proposed for carbon nanotubes, including nanometer-sized semiconductor devices, probes, high-strength composites, energy storage and energy conversion devices and catalysts support, and we know that the applications is based on their good thermal conductivity, the special mechanical property, the high aspect ratio and hollow structure with nano-scale of carbon nanotubes. But people have few studies on the small carbon nanotubes. This paper is the study of the structure and electronic properties of small C$_{80}$ carbon nanotubes with density functional theory. This study can provide theoretical basis for synthesis of small carbon nanotubes in the future and in favor of people knowing more about small C$_{80}$ carbon nanotubes

Calculation Methods

In order to find the structure of C$_{80}$ carbon nanotube with lowest energy, we took a large number of possible initial configurations into consideration. We got the stable configuration of C$_{80}$ carbon nanotube through optimizing its structure at B3LYP/6-31G level. We knew that they don't have imaginary frequency after analyzing the frequency of the optimized structures. We got the stable structure of C$_{80}$ carbon nanotube and determined the basic structure of clusters based on their energy at the premise of considering their spin multiplicity. All calculations were completed by the Gaussian03 program.

Results and Discussion

Ground-state Configuration

Carbon nanotubes are not always straight, but anomalous in the local area. This is due to the
appearance of five-membered rings or seven-membered rings when six-membered rings braided. Five-membered rings or seven-membered rings also play an important role in carbon nanotubes. On the one hand, carbon nanotubes become convex when five-membered rings arise with the six-membered rings gradually extended. On the other hand, carbon nanotubes become concave when seven-membered rings arise. Ground-state configuration of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes through optimizing its structure is shown in figure 1. C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotube is composed of thirty six-membered rings and twelve five-membered rings, and there is no seven-membered rings, the C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes belong to standard straight carbon nanotubes. Each carbon atom bonds with the three surroundings, and the length of C-C single bond in C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotube is between 0.145nm and 0.150nm, the changed length of C=C double bond is between 0.139nm and 0.145nm. In this paper, ground-state structure’s symmetry is C\textsubscript{1}.

\textbf{NBO Analysis of C80 Carbon Nanotubes}

In order to study the bonding character and charge distribution of nanotubes, we had population analysis for optimized C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes by means of Natural Bond Orbitals (NBO). Table 1 lists out natural electron configuration and net charge of each carbon atom (The carbon atomic ordinal numbers in table.1 are consistent with that in Fig.1).

Firstly, we analyzed the bonding styles between carbon atoms in C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes. Ground-state free carbon atom’s electronic configuration of outer space is 2s\textsuperscript{2}2p\textsuperscript{2} on the basis of the Pauli exclusion principle and the lowest energy principle. The data in table 1 show that there were 0.86~0.94 electron on each 2s orbital where should have two electron. It indicates that partly electron in 2s orbital transferred to 2p orbital, so there was only one electron in 2s orbital. Moreover, it was hybridization with two 2p orbital, and formed three sp\textsuperscript{3} orbital were almost equivalent to each other. The three hybridization orbitals formed σ type bond with “head-to-head” linkage in C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes, and σ type bond composed the framework of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes because it had stronger bond energy and stable structure. Then each carbon atom has one residual electron, and this electron formed π type bond which can’t exist alone but attaching to σ type bond. In addition, π type bond occupied the leading position of electronic properties in C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes because it’s easy to be broken and active chemistry.

Secondly, we analyzed charge distribution in atom orbital and electrical property. In C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes, 2s orbital lost electrons and its total electrons are between 0.86~0.94. Otherwise, 2p orbital gained electron and its total electrons are between 2.95~3.18, all atomic 3p orbital have the electronic from 0.01 to 0.02. From the global aspect, C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes are electroneutrality, but it hasn’t equal electrons on each atom, and some atoms have more electron than others. This means that the coalescent between the two carbon atom includes covalent bond and a spot of electrovalent bond.
The Energy Levels and Orbital of C80 Carbon Nanotubes

The frontier molecular orbital theory holds that: it only relates to frontier molecular orbital when the molecular carrying out chemical reaction, and electrons from one molecular HOMO orbital transferred to others LUMO orbital, so orbital nearby HOMO and LUMO determines the chemical properties of the molecule. HOMO orbital reflects the ability of loose electron in the clusters. According to Koopmanns theorem, the negative value of HOMO orbital shows the first ionization potential, and the higher of HOMO orbital energy, the lower of the first ionization potential. While
the value of LUMO orbital approximates with electron affinity, and the lower the LUMO orbital, the easier the molecular gain electrons. The HOMO and LUMO in C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes are -5.213eV and -4.330eV, and the energy gap of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes is -0.883eV. We got the HOMO and LUMO orbital of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes (in Fig.2, the left one is HOMO orbital and the right one is LUMO) to describe the orbital shape of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes intuitive.

The HOMO and LUMO Oribita of C\textsubscript{80} CNTs

From figure 2, we can see that the HOMO orbital is mostly composed of the middle atoms of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes while the LUMO orbital is mostly composed of the two ends atoms, indicating that the middle atoms of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes have higher chemical activity. Some electron clouds are around several atoms, this shows that the molecular orbitals of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotube has delocalization characteristics, and the delocalization \( \pi \) bond make the molecular more stable.

**Conclusion**

The ground state structure of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes has been studied and its electronic properties have been calculated by using the density functional theory at B3LYP/6-31G level.

1. C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotube is composed of thirty six-membered rings constituting a hollow tube and each of ends capped by half carbon cage (six five-membered rings).

2. From the NBO analysis of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes, we can see that about one electron of 2s orbital transferred to 2p orbital, and formed three \( \sigma \) type bond by sp\textsuperscript{2} hybridization. Besides, about one residual electron formed \( \pi \) type bond on the surface of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes, and the coalescent between two C atoms includes covalent bond and a spot of electrovalent bond.

3. From the energy levels and orbital of C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes, we can see that the HOMO orbital is mostly composed of middle atoms in C\textsubscript{80} carbon nanotubes while the LUMO orbital is composed of two terminal atoms, and the molecular orbitals of C\textsubscript{80} Carbon Nanotube have obvious delocalization characteristics.
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